
TAVERNA
The 2024 Greek Festival Taverna will offer an exceptional selection of Greek wines
with several having Wine Enthusiast Ratings. Among them is the Kouros Agiorgitiko,
which most recently rated in the Excellent category. Many of the others are listed as
Very Good.

Kouros Assyrtiko - Dry White
This very food friendly dry white wine showcases a crisp freshness and minerality,
reflective of its Mediterranean roots, and a hint of citrus. The Assyrtiko grape, which
originated on the island of Santorini, has made its way across the islands and is now
commonly grown on mainland Greece as well.

Kouros Agiorgitiko - Dry Red
Agiorgitiko is a dry red wine with a brilliant, deep red color with violet hues. It has a rich
aroma and soft yet full palate, and its bouquet of red fruits and various spices makes it a
perfect pair with red meats. Agiorgitiko is the most commonly grown grape in Greece,
and its name translates to St. George's grape. Its origins in Nemea have this wine
inextricably linked with the legend of Hercules and his first labor with the lion of
Nemea.

GWC Flowers Moschofilero - Dry White
A bright and fresh dry white wine with floral and fresh fruit flavors, Moschofilero is very
light and delicate with a very distinctive bouquet of fine aromas. The moschofilero grape,
though red skinned, is used almost exclusively to make dry white wines. Mantinia, a
region of the Peloponnese, has the cold temperatures and mountainous terrain needed
to bring out the best of this grape varietal.



Apelia Rosé - Dry Rosé
This dry rosé characteristically possesses a luminous color and summertime fruit
aromas with strawberry notes and a light caramel after-taste. A product of Corinth,
Apelia Rosé is made from the agiorgitiko grape and is a great match for light cheeses
and salads.

Apelia White - Dry White
Apelia White is an un-oaked dry white wine with a fresh and clear aroma touched by
notes of lemon and orange. It has a crisp and fruity after-taste and is made with the
savatiano grape, one of the most widely planted white grape varieties in Greece.

Kourtaki Retsina - Dry White
Retsina is a unique, tangy dry white wine with a characteristic pine resin aroma. Crisp
and light-bodied, it is one of the most well-known Greek wines, being made since the
first century CE. The name "retsina" is a protected designation of origin.

Kourtaki Mavrodaphni - Dessert Wine
Mavrodaphni is a sweet ruby-red wine with intense, rich aromas of plums, chocolate,
caramel, and black raisins. The mavrodaphne grape was first vinified over 150 years
ago in Patras at the Achaia Clauss winery. "Mavrodaphne of Patras" is a protected
designation of origin.



Ouzo Plomari
Ouzo is a smooth liqueur, bursting with flavors and aromas of anise, herbs, and sweet
spices. It is produced exclusively in Greece and becomes cloudy when water is added.

Ouzo Lemonade
New! - Showcasing the 2024 lemon theme, this refreshing cocktail features the classic
Greek anise-flavored liqueur, ouzo.


